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Selected Foundations
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Machine Learning Prerequisites & Computing Challenges

1. Some pattern exists
2. No exact mathematical formula
3. Data exists
 Idea ‘Learning from Big Data‘

 Shared with a wide variety
of other disciplines

 E.g. signal processing, 
big data data mining, etc.

 Challenges 
 Data is often complex
 Requires ‘Big Data analytics‘
 Learning from data requires 

processing time  Clouds or
High Performance Compuing

 Machine learning is a very broad subject and goes from very abstract theory to extreme practice 
(‘rules of thumb’)

 Training machine learning models needs processing time (clouds or high performance computing)
 While data analysis is more describing the process of analysin the data, the term data analytics also 

includes and the necessary scalable or parallel infrastructure to perform analysis of ‘big data’
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‘Modus Operandi‘ and Limits in Data Sciences

 ‘Data exists‘ addressed
 Performing real data science is challenging
 Many activities to perform data cleaning, data understanding, etc.

 Challenge 
 Traditional DevOps for machine/deep learning & data sciences does not work
 ‘Not one clear application to deploy and operate in increasing versioning‘

 Common ‘Iterative Modus Operandi‘ in Data Science
 Many different approaches for modeling & very iterative model design
 Fast paced & solution-oriented (not just for the sake to find all solutions)
 Different environments: laptop, small-scale HPC, and large-scale HPC
 Too many experiments with models and too many parameters to choose from

(i.e., community drive to always find the best model no matter what!)
 Challenge on how environment moves ‘from experiments to deployments‘
 E.g., the CRISP-DM model different steps & iterative nature never beeing done

[2] MLOps
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Unknown Target Function Elements we 
not exactly

(need to) know 

Elements we
must  and/or

should have and 
that might raise
huge demands 

for storage

Elements
that we derive

from our skillset
and that can be
computationally

intensive

Elements
that we 

derive from
our skillset

‘constants‘ 
in learning

Final Hypothesis

(ideal function)

(final formula)

(set of candidate formulas)

Learning Algorithm (‘train a system‘)

Hypothesis Set

(set of known algorithms)

‘constants‘ 
in learning

Probability Distribution

Error Measure

Unknown Target Distribution

target function plus noise

Training Examples

(historical records, groundtruth data, examples)

Practical Machine Learning Overview – Understanding the Complexity (1)
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Practical Machine Learning Overview – Understanding the Complexity (2)

Hypothesis Set

(all candidate functions
derived from models 
and their parameters)

(e.g. support vector machine model)

(e.g. logistic regression model)

Final Hypothesis

‘select one function‘
that best approximates

 Choosing from various model approaches h1, 
…, hm is a different hypothesis

 Additionally a change in model parameters of 
h1, …, hm means a different hypothesis too
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MLOps Approach to support the whole AI Lifecycle

 Selected Facts
 Work against ‘de-facto chaos and ad-hoc approaches in data sciences‘
 Includes automation of machine/deep learning pipelines
 Enables orchestration of all the tools needed for the pipelines in a good order
 Offers reproducability of the solution to be used in other use cases & same results
 Being realistic to overcome technical challenges to deploy solutions

 Overlaps with DevOps & Data Engineering
 DevOps: Delivery of high quality machine/deep learning software pipelines
 Data Engineering: software engineering design for data-intensive workfloads
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[2] MLOps

 DevOps is a set of pratices that combines software development (aka ‘dev’) with IT operations (aka ‘ops’) 
to shorten the system development life cycle and to provide continuous delivery of high software quality

 Data Engineering is a set of methods to gather & prepare the data for machine/deep learning models
 MLOps is a set of practices that aims to deploy & maintain machine/deep learning models in production 

reliably  When an algorithm is ready to be launched, MLOps is practiced between data scientists, 
DevOps, and machine learning engineers to transition the algorithm to production system deployments

 Production system means to move from local laptop or prototype HPC systems to 24/7 usage of models
[6] Wikipedia on DevOps



[Video] MLOps using MLFlow

[7] ML Lifecycle | Why bother to start using MLflow?
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MLOps with ClearML
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Allegro AI Legacy & ClearML

 Legacy
 Allegro AI founded in 2016 (founding team initially from Google)
 Hold 47 patents in AI & Computer Vision
 ‘Building up AI stacks from a lot of different tools on its own do not work‘

 Allegro Trains  Clear ML-Ops Platform
 Released by Allegro as open-source
 Used by 1000 organizations in >50 countries

 ClearML
 Rebrand from Allegro AI (01/2021)
 Partners like Nvidia, Intel, IBM, NetApp, Arrow, 

Hpe, academia, and mony others
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[2] MLOps

 ClearML is an open-source platform that automates & simplifies 
developing & managing machine learning solutions.

 The goal of integrating the ClearML platform into machine learning 
pipelines and workflows is to enable reproducibility and automation.

[3] ClearML Web page



ClearML – Key Design as Lean-Stack MLOps Stack

 ‘Lean-Stack‘ solution approach
 E.g., experiment management, workload orchestration, 

data management, one-click model deployment, etc.

 Design bottom-up & practice oriented
 Easy integration with machine/deep learning codes
 Logging and keeping the status (machine learning is a process!)
 Enable comparisons of pipelines & workflow versioning
 Dataset and machine/deep learning model management
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[3] CRISP-DM Refrence Model

[2] MLOps

[3] ClearML Web page

 ClearML as a whole is an open-source stack architecture that consists of three different key layers
 ClearML Apps is a flexible, user-friendly MLOps tools for data science teams
 MLOps Engine represents the core functionality connecting ClearML apps to your compute resources
 Hybrid cluster stands for any compute resource available to the software stack like High-Performance 

Computing (HPC), Cloud Computing, or other computational resources



ClearML Products work with other Tools – Not re-inventing the ‘wheel‘
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[3] ClearML Web page

 The ClearML products consists of essentially 
six different products but highly intertwined

 ClearML Orchestrate integrates seamlessly 
with ClearML Experiment and ClearML Deploy: 
thus leveraging an end-to-end cross-
department visibility in research, 
development, and production



ClearML Overview & Benefits
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[3] ClearML Web page

 Your Python machine/deep learning (ML/DL) code: 
application logic & modeling of concrete algorithsm

 ClearML Snippets are integrated code in the python codes 
for ML/DL that links to the ClearML server

 Benefits of using the ClearML server are versioning, 
visualization, collaboration, and data tracking, etc.

 That also includes the MLOps layer with monitoring and 
orchestration capabilities linking to ClearML Agents

 ClearML Agents connect to GPU resources on premise, in 
the cloud or in HPC data centers to pull experiments from 
the Experiment manager to real computing resources

 ClearML is open-source is available to enable own 
operations and deployments of the software

(not for training purposes of models but rather for preparing
the whole workflow/pipeline for production and deployment)



MLOps Product Example – ClearML Experiment 

 Tracks everything in the AI lifecycle and automates the process
 Log, share, and version all machine learning experiments 
 Instantly orchestrate pipelines 
 Integrates with the orchestration workflow allowing for full visibility into any running process
 Outputs : Console/Matplotlib etc. & development environment 

(Git/Uncommitted changes/Python packages/Args etc.) are automatically logged
 The experiment manager GUI enables then tasks to be cloned, modified, and placed in an

execution queue for a remote ClearML agent to pull

[3] ClearML Web page
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MLOps Product Example – ClearML Orchestrate 

 Enables Orchestration to DevOps & Automation to Data Scientists
 Provides data scientists with autonomy and control over compute resources
 Optimizes utilization, scale, and cost: Manage cloud bursting and autoscale 

maintaining high utilization rates and saving money with no vendor lock-ins
 Access, manage, and control compute resources: Dynamically pool all compute 

resources from any environment, while managing priorities and scheduling 
from a unified interface across Kubernetes, on-prem, or the cloud

[3] ClearML Web page
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Using ClearML Experiment – Simple Example (1)

 Setup
 Essentially another Python package

(i.e., from clearml import Task)
 But not completely straightforward 

like other packages (e.g., NumPy)

 Integration
1. 2 lines of code method
2. 0 lines of code method
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[3] ClearML Web page

1

2

[2] MLOps



Using ClearML – Simple Example (2)

[3] ClearML Web page
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[2] MLOps



Summary and RAISE Unique AI Framework Context
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